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Abstract
Suitable land-cover/land-use information is rarely available in most developing countries, particularly when newness, accuracy, relevance, and compatibility are used as evaluation criteria. In Indonesia, various institutions developed their own maps with considerable differences in classification schemes, data sources and scales, as well as in survey methods. Redundant land-cover/land-use surveys of the same area are frequently carried out to ensure the data contains relevant information. To overcome this problem, a multidimensional land-use classification system was developed. The system uses satellite imagery as main data source, with a multi-dimensional approach to link land-cover information to land-use-related categories. The land-cover/land-use layers represent image-based land-cover (spectral), spatial, temporal, ecological and socio-economic dimensions. The final land-cover/land-use database can be used to derive a map with specific content relevant to particular planning tasks. Methods for mapping each dimension are described in this paper, with examples using Quickbird satellite imagery covering a small part the Semarang area, Indonesia. The approaches and methods used in this study may be applied to other countries having characteristics similar to those of Indonesia.

1. Introduction
Limited availability of land-cover/land-use information for planning and land resource assessment is a common issue in many developing countries. The problem comes up when newness, accuracy, relevance, and compatibility are used as the main criteria for selecting spatial data to support those activities. Indonesia is an example where land-use information is developed by various institutions with overlapping authorities and non-systematic means of updating. These may lead to redundancy in the production of land-cover/land-use maps that are incompatible with each other and cannot be used as a common reference by various planning-related institutions. With regard to this problem, development of a land-cover/land-use classification system that can accommodate different needs of various physical planning and biophysical applications, but uses a common and consistent base, is a necessity.

Efforts in developing standards for land-cover/land-use classification system have been carried out by various national and international institutes. At global levels, for example, Loveland and Belward (1997) developed a classification scheme with 17 classes to map actual land-cover of the global land surface based on multitemporal global area coverage (GAC) of NOAA-AVHRR datasets. More recent efforts at global level have been done by many authors, including, McCallum et al. (2010), Hansen et al. (2013), Latham et al. (2014) and Hengl (2017). At regional levels, annual land cover classification based on MODIS has been demonstrated by Tchuen et al. (2010) and Cord et al. (2010) using Terra ASTER. At local levels, Pu et al. (2011) have undertaken a detailed land-cover classification using Ikonos.

The most popular scheme was developed by the United States Geological Survey long time ago (Anderson et al., 1976), which is multilevel in character. However, this system has been criticised due to its resource-oriented approach as compared to the Standard Land-Use Coding Manual (Jensen, 2013). On the other hand, van der Ploeg et al. (2010) developed classification scheme focusing on agriculture-oriented land-use categorisation with special emphasis on spatio-temporal aspects, although they did not explain the remote sensing and GIS methods for mapping the specified categories. As the USGS classification scheme tends to mix up the land-cover and land-use concepts, van Gils et al. (1991) tried to separate land-cover from land-use categories and simultaneously established relations between the two.

Other classification systems have also taken land-cover/land-use differences into consideration. Such classification systems were developed by several authors, e.g. Young (1998) and Janssen and Di Gregorio.
Young’s classification system was purposively developed to describe the modification level of the land by human activities, so that it might suitable for land-resource based or agricultural planning, but not for other purposes. An example on how remotely sensed data-derived land-cover classes are converted to land-use categories was given by Lee et al. (2009) using Landsat TM at 1:200,000 scale. However, their work was underlain by an assumption that there is no widely accepted methodology in remote sensing and other spatial analysis systems to describe and characterise land-use, particularly the one for facilitating data collection and assuring data harmonisation between datasets in a country and between countries.

The aforementioned classification systems show similarities in the use of single attributes for describing the mapping units. There is also a lack of description of the methods for generating the information using digital imagery. The classification procedures in the previously mentioned classification systems rely heavily on the visual interpretation of remotely sensed imagery. It is important to note that the criteria used in the USGS classification system were developed more than 30 years ago, prior to multi-scale satellite imagery and image processing techniques of today (Lillesand et al., 2014). As the computer-based methods for information extraction offer advantages over the visual interpretation, development of classification systems that accommodate the use of both digital and visual approaches are essential. Moreover, many examples were carried out using moderate-spatial resolution images, so that complexities in automatic digital classification were rarely found.

The use of image processing and/or GIS methods for generating land-cover or land-use maps have been demonstrated by several authors, for example, the studies of Szuster et al. (2011) and Kallimanis and Koutsias (2013). Analysis of high-spatial resolution imagery like Quickbird was also carried out in by Zhang and Zhu (2011) who used spectral features, texture features obtained from the gray-level co-occurrence matrix, and shape features. The study of Kindu et al. (2013) demonstrated object-based image analysis approach (OBIA/GEOBIA) for land-cover/land-use mapping. However, the aforementioned studies did not differentiate the land-cover from land-use concepts.

Effort in harmonising land-cover classification system (LCCS) with habitat general categories (HGC, which is more ecology-oriented) was undertaken by Kosmidou et al. (2014). Moreover, several authors showed computer-based analyses that clearly differentiated land-cover and land-use concepts. For example, Feng and Flewelling (2004) assessed semantic similarity between land-cover and land-use classes. They found that semantic interoperability between classification schemes is very important. This finding is in line with the study of Feranec et al. (2014). A useful method for converting land-cover data to land-use information based on image analysis was proposed by Martinez and Mollicone (2012), who worked using high-spatial resolution imagery and introduced an identification of ‘key land elements’ characterising land-use classes.

The main objective of this study was to develop an image-based land use information system, which is versatile in character, to support local planning and land resources assessment tasks at a variety of spatial scales in Indonesia. Based on this objective, three goals were established, i.e. (1) a multidimensional land-use classification scheme, (2) information extraction methods using high-spatial resolution imagery with Quickbird as an example, and (3) accuracy assessment of the derived maps.

2. The Methods

General land-cover classes are normally broken down into more detailed categories. The use of single attributes of land-cover/land-use at subtler levels tends to increase incompatibilities between schemes. Thus, for a local region partly covered by adjoining land-cover/land-use map sheets with different classification schemes, it would be more difficult to undertake environmental analyses and planning based on the same understanding of the data. Multiple attributes of land-cover/land-use in a single map layer might be generated using the land or landscape ecological approach (Lee et al., 2009), by which all attributes fall within exactly the same mapping unit boundaries. This approach tries to integrate information on terrain/land characteristics with the land-cover features appearing on the imagery. By doing so, land-use information and even subtler land-cover types, e.g. eco-floristic composition of vegetation, can be derived. However, multispectral classification of digital imagery can only derive land-cover-related spectral classes. The tentative categories can then be regrouped and re-labeled into more meaningful land-cover classes. Derivation of subtler information on land-cover/land-use through per-pixel image classification can also be done with contextual information, such as landscape characteristics related to soil properties and slope steepness, which have been explored by Ehlers et al. (2003) and Danoedoro (2003).

Development of land-cover/land-use classification systems for local planning should make use of high-spatial resolution imagery, in order to understand its potentials and limitation for supporting multipurpose land-cover/land-use surveys at relatively large scales. This study is also expected to complement previous research dealing with high-spatial resolution images, which concentrated on particular aspects of processing, e.g. textural approach (Puissant et al., 2005), and object-based image analysis/OBIA (Moreno and de Larriera, 2012; Kallimanis and Koutsias, 2013). Therefore, development of the classification systems should be carried out in response to the availability of remotely sensed imagery and its analysis systems.
This study used Quickbird multispectral imagery at 2.4 m (multispectral) spatial resolutions. The image dataset was recorded on 28 June 2006 and has been pre-processed to a standard product, both radiometrically and geometrically, and projected into UTM coordinate system. A topographic map sheet of Bakosurtanal (Indonesian National Coordinating Agency for Surveys and Mapping, now Geospatial Information Agency) at scale of 1:25,000 was also used in conjunction with panchromatic aerial photographs at scale of 1:10,000, to characterise the larger spatial context of the area. In order to process the image data, ENVI 4.5 were used for image processing and ILWIS 3.4 Open was used for further data analysis in a raster GIS data environment.

This study consisted of two activities, i.e. (1) establishment of classification scheme, and (2) development of land-cover/land-use information extraction methods and accuracy assessment. In order to establish a classification scheme that can accommodate a range of environmental applications related to local planning tasks, the author interviewed 36 stakeholders of the study area comprising government and non-government groups using questionnaires. In addition, several land-cover/land-use classification schemes used in Indonesia, and associated application models requiring land-cover/land-use information were collected and analysed, e.g. soil loss model using USLE/Universal Soil Loss Equation (Sulistyo et al., 2017). Based on the newly constructed classification scheme, the land-cover/land-use information extraction methods were developed and applied by combining spectral classification, visual (on-screen) interpretation,
OBIA and knowledge-based image classification in a raster GIS environment.

Establishment of Classification Scheme

Since this multidimensional classification scheme was intended to accommodate various purposes, we also call it as versatile land-use classification system. Method for developing of the land-cover/land-use classification scheme is described in Figure 2. Based on this procedure, a conceptual framework of land-cover/land-use information was then established. In this framework, land-cover and land-use are considered as separate concepts, even though they are closely related.

As viewed from remote sensing perspective, land-cover/land-use information can be broken down into C (spectral-related cover), S (spatial), T (temporal), E (ecological), F (socio-economic function) and P (political/legal) dimensions. A brief description of each dimension is presented in Table 1. Among them, only the political/legal dimension is considered impossible to extract from remotely sensed imagery, unless the object boundaries exactly coincide with their physical features on the images. The C, S and T dimensions are closer to the land-cover concept, since they are based on surface cover and there is no description of how people make use of the land. The dimension of F, on the other hand, is based on how people make use of the land (land-use), irrespective of cover types. While the E dimension gives emphasis to the ecological context of the features being mapped, it may occasionally reflect land-use when it deals with areas having strong human influences. Table 1 describes these dimensions.

According to this classification system, all dimensions should be expressed in separate map layers showing the spatial distribution of spectral-related cover, spatial structure, temporal aspects, ecological units, and socio-economic function of the land-use. These five data layers are stored together in a versatile land-use dataset, ready for data retrieval through spatial queries in a GIS environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAND-USE DIMENSION</th>
<th>Symbol Prefix</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectral-related cover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Expressed as land-cover types, which can be identified using spectral analysis and classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Expressed as shapes, spatial arrangement or pattern, geographical position, which serve as additional key elements to distinguish objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Related to permanent, temporal or seasonal changes, e.g. length of inundation, pruning and crop rotation, growing period, soil tillage or land development stage. Information related to spectral and spatial aspects is also required to determine temporal dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Land-cover and land-use types express interaction between vegetation, animals and human activities with the land where they exist. Their existences also represent the environmental characteristics of the area as habitats, e.g. mangrove formation, upland agriculture, slum areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic function</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Expresses how people make use of the land to satisfy some of their needs. The socio-economic function expresses the land-use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political/legal</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Invisible boundaries in general. Basically difficult to extract using remotely sensed imagery except the boundaries coincide with the physical ones. It is not included in the mapping process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information Extraction Methods for Each Dimension

Information extraction methods for each dimension may vary from level to level and from one dimension to another. Advances in remote sensing and image processing offer numerous methods and techniques for generating thematic information. From a practical point of view, it should be noted that more advanced techniques do not always generate more accurate results. This paper concentrates on methods which have proven to be successful for deriving thematic information, such as standard multispectral classification explained in Jensen (2013).

The author performed supervised classification for generating land-cover/land-use data in terms of spectral-related dimension, while visual interpretation and/or OBIA (Tarantino et al., 2011; and Moskal et al., 2011) was applied for deriving spatial dimension. Two types of spectral classification were chosen, i.e.
standard multispectral classification using maximum likelihood algorithm and multispectral classification using combination of texturally transformed and original bands (Puissant et al., 2004; Danoedoro and Phinn, 2005). Since the number of classes to be produced is quite large, a careful sampling procedure assisted by Jeffries-Matusita separability index computation (Danoedoro et al., 2004) was also carried out during the sampling procedure.

As shown in Figure 3, spatial information extraction was carried out using visual interpretation through on-screen digitisation and OBIA. The OBIA made use of image segmentation approach according to Eastman (2016), which takes into account (a) the window size for creating variance-based boundaries, (b) weight of every input band, (c) similarity tolerance, and (d) the weights for mean as well as for variance factors. The segments were used as a basis for sampling procedure, so that the statistical signatures of the sampled segments were developed. Sample names were given with respect to the spatial dimension categorisation. After that, a standard classification followed to generate per-pixel classification result. Classification of the segments was applied by combining the per-pixel approach and the segments using majority rules. The on-screen digitisation was performed using Quickbird pan-sharpened true and false colour composites as backdrop images.

The multispectral classification and visual interpretation directly delivered information related to cover types and their spatial structure. Contrarily, the temporal, ecological and socio-economic dimensions require more complex information such as date and season of recording, terrain characteristics, geographical site and association. By combining the ‘basic’ information (in terms of spectral-related cover and spatial dimension maps) and other data, maps of other dimensions could be generated. A geomorphological approach described by van Zuidam and van Zuidam-Cancellado (1983) was applied in order to generate the terrain unit map, assuming that every mapping unit represents a set of physical land characteristics.

This study assumed that temporal pattern, ecological context, and socio-economic function of land-cover categories correlate to the corresponding cover types, their land characteristics, their condition/status at the time of recording, geographical site and association, as well as their spatial patterns. Each dimension is constituted by unique combinations between those aforementioned factors. By understanding the relationships between variables through field data collection and analyses, a set of knowledge-based rules were developed under a raster-based GIS in order to derive the maps of temporal, ecological and socio-economic dimensions.

Information on temporal dimension of land-use was generated by integrating the land-cover map (representing the spectral-related cover dimension),
spatial dimension map, terrain map derived from the DEM of the study area, and information on date and season of recording. To do so, the spatial dimension map was converted to raster format. The DEM was also converted to elevation and relief/topographic zones. Once the input maps are stored in raster format, a set of rule-based map overlay operations could be run.

The ecological categorisation of land-cover/land-use was developed with respect to the categorisation of tropical ecosystem types (Osborne, 1999), as well as human settlement-related ecosystems as viewed from a human ecological perspective (Pearlman and Milder, 2005). Operationally, categorisation under the ecological dimension was based on the following variables: (a) spectral-related cover types, (b) spatial structure of the cover defined under spatial dimension, (c) temporal characteristics of the cover under temporal dimension, (d) land characteristics of the area (e.g. climate, rainfall, elevation, landform, soil texture, slope steepness, surface drainage, water availability) represented by the terrain units, and (e) other factors affecting the existence of any mapable environment such as buffer area for riparian vegetation.

The socio-economic function is the only dimension showing information on the use of the land, regardless the cover types exist (Danoedoro, 2006). Maps of spectral-related cover and spatial dimensions were used as the main input to generate information on socio-economic function of the land-cover/land-use. Since different socio-economic functions can be composed by the same combination of spectral-related cover class and spatial dimension category, other spatial data should be used, e.g. terrain characteristics in terms of terrain/landform map, buffer map, and temporal dimension map. All maps were integrated in a rule-based overlay process, controlled by the knowledge about relationship between land-cover, land-use, and landscape characteristics obtained from the field and references.

3. Results and Discussion
The Classification Scheme

A multidimensional classification scheme has been developed, as illustrated in Figure 4. This classification system can be considered as the first versatile multidimensional land-use information system. Its versatility is defined by a set of flexible, open-ended, and relatively easy-to-translate classification schemes, because it systematically contains a range of attributes required by various applications. All categories were developed using image-based mapping approaches.

The spectral-related cover and spatial dimensions (C and S) show a similar pattern in grouping features related to general land-cover types, i.e. water, vegetation,
barren land/open soils, and building/impervious surfaces. Categorisation under the temporal dimension (T) reflects a similar pattern to that shown by the spectral-related cover and spatial dimensions, even though it gives emphasis on the changes of the features. The other two, E and F, show different grouping as they do not express land-cover types.

Level I, which is designed for maps at scale of 1:1,000,000 or coarser, shows a great similarity between spectral-related cover and spatial dimensions. Both dimensions use water bodies, vegetation cover/vegetation structure and composition, barren land/open soils, and built up/paved impervious surfaces. This means that there is no need to distinguish land-cover-related objects with respect to their spatial structure at very small scales. At the same level, the temporal categorisation also describes the features in very general way, which is basically the same as the previously discussed dimensions.

On the other hand, the ecological and socio-economic function dimensions at level I define their categories in different ways. There are five major categories under ecological dimension, namely: (a) E1/aquatic environment, (b) E2/wetland and riverside environment, (c) E3/lowland and alluvial environment, (d) E4/montane and steeper lands environment, and (e) E5/built environment. The socio-economic function dimension has the following major categories: (a) F1/water-based utilisation, (b) F2/forest-based utilisation, (c) F3/agricultural uses, and (d) F4/settlement and infrastructures.

The Multidimensional Land-use Mapping

This section discusses the resultant maps representing spectral-related cover, spatial, temporal, ecological and socio-economic dimensions of LU. Accuracy assessment of the resultant maps is summarised in Table 2.

Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy assessment was carried out for spectral, temporal, ecological, and socio-economic function dimensions, since they can be validated using field-based observation. On the other hand, the spatial dimension at the defined spatial resolution (2.4 m) could not be applied due to the fact that the specified categories referred to spatial dimension are easier to observe and measure using vertical top-down image, instead of horizontal field observation.

Samples for accuracy assessment were taken using stratified random sampling strategy, by which the number of samples was specified referring to Danoedoro (2015), and they are selected in terms of polygons. The number of polygons were proportionally distributed with respect to the number of classes, and then they were transformed into pixels, to be overlain with the classification results. A total number of 79,676 pixels of validator samples were involved, distributed into 496 polygons, as shown in Table 2.

The overlay process generated confusion matrix, which then could be computed as overall accuracy and Kappa. Appendix 1 shows an accuracy assessment example of temporal dimension map. The other maps were treated in the same way, resulted summary of accuracy assessment as shown in Table 3.

Map of Spectral-related Cover Dimension

The spectral-related cover dimension was derived using multispectral classification. A separability index measuring spectral separability between samples (e.g. using Jeffries-Matusita index computation), described in Jensen (2013) was run while the spectral sampling is in progress. By doing so, the result can be guided to a relatively accurate classification. An overall
A classification accuracy level of 79.02% was achieved using Quickbird imagery.

In comparison to Landsat ETM+ imagery-based results achieved by Danoedoro and Phinn (2005), the Quickbird's were less accurate. It is common for higher spatial resolution image, since per pixel-based classification algorithms often are not capable of extracting desired information from such higher-spatial resolution imagery. This problem is often found in very high-spatial resolution images due to the per-pixel classification process used. In high-spatial resolution imagery this process takes into account pixels individually so that a land-cover object, e.g. residential block of land consists of several pixels with different spectral-related cover categories, as opposed to one homogeneous pixel in a larger image. To reduce this effect, a majority filtering technique was applied and an improved accuracy level of 87.05% was achieved. The derived spectral-related cover map at this accuracy level was accepted and used in the subsequent processes. Figure 5 shows the map of spectral-related cover dimension generated from the multispectral classification.

Information on spectral-related cover dimension may be considered as a generic land-cover map. Contents of this land-cover map are directly related to cover types that can be extracted using standard multispectral classification procedures. For example, studies dealing with urban heat island effects (Weng and Larsson, 2005) require generic information on land-cover as a basis for emissivity mapping. The map and classification scheme under spectral-related cover dimension may satisfy this need. In Indonesia and some (sub-)tropical developing countries, types of roof
tile are related to the settlement quality. Surveys on carbon stock of urban vegetation (Hutyra et al. 2011) may also make use of the categorisation of vegetation cover, supported by a vegetation index map if necessary.

**Map of Spatial Dimension**

Until now, information on spatial dimension of land-cover/land-use has been difficult to obtain using multispectral classification and moderate-spatial resolution data. Each category is defined by a set of criteria that is hard to incorporate simultaneously in current image processing systems. The criteria include: (a) location, (b) shape, and (c) specific pattern. Location can only be defined using visual approach, even though relative position, e.g. "adjacent to-", "contained in-", "in contact with-" may be defined using topological analyses in vector GIS. Figure 6 shows the result.

Accuracy assessment of the spatial dimension was not carried out because: (a) spatial pattern is easier to observe using vertical view than nearly horizontal field observation, and (b) the spatial resolution of Quickbird pan-sharpened colour composite image (60 cm) is fine enough for observing spatial details such as road divider, cars, and individual vegetation stands.

The use of OBIA in generating spatial dimension was less successful, compared to visual interpretation. The object-based classification of spatial dimension achieved 65.27% overall accuracy (Kappa= 0.5978). However, it is understandable that the categorisation for spatial dimension is too complicated to be used in such classification, since it includes many spatial parameters like shape, location, pattern/regularity, and sub-unit size (e.g. average building size) within each mapping unit. These parameters were not accommodated in the object-based segmentation and classification method.
we used, since there was no functionalities relevant to those parameters.

Map of Temporal Dimension

Temporal dimension is rarely included as an attribute for classifying images. Normally it is used as additional information to define class membership. This dimension could be extracted from the image by taking into account the type, status, condition and spatial pattern of the land-cover at the time of recording (which are represented by the spectral-related cover and spatial dimensions), and the crop calendar elevation and slope steepness. Figure 7 depicts the temporal dimension of map.

In comparison to other dimensions, this map shows the least number of categories. The general pattern revealed on the map reflects similarity with other dimensions. Similar features in spatial or spectral dimensions presented differently in the temporal context. The main categories of temporal information are: (1) length of inundation-related features, (2) vegetation change-related features, (3) open soil change-related features, (4) development stage-related features. Under vegetation-change related features, subtler categories found in the study area were: (a) relatively stable/no change in vegetation cover, which is represented by evergreen vegetation, (b) growing vegetation, which is represented by greening and senescent vegetation, and (c) rotation planting represented by continuous planting (both with the same and with different crops) and interrupted planting (cropping and fallow periods). In the coastal lowland areas length of inundation-related features pattern indicates how frequent those areas were inundated, both naturally (due to tidal activities) and artificially.

Figure 7. Temporal dimension of land-use
The temporal aspect of land-cover/land-use is rarely used as a descriptor of mapping unit in a consistent way. Occasionally, information on plant rotation comes up in agricultural land-use map or phenology is used to classify multitemporal data. Deciduous and evergreen are normally classified as vegetation types, not the temporal dimension of the vegetation. Growing stages are sometimes presented on the map for studies related to biomass estimates. Length of inundation is normally contained in hydrological-related phenomena, not in land-cover/land-use maps. The temporal dimension map in this study tries to include temporal characteristics of land-cover/land-use together in one map, so that any relevant information required may be extracted in a flexible way. Moreover, the presentation of temporal dimension in a separate layer can overcome problems related to conflicting requirement of a good classification scheme. Accuracy assessment of this map gave a relatively good result, i.e. 80.01% overall accuracy and Kappa index of 0.7784. The use of the spatial dimension map supported by a DEM-based terrain map contributed significantly to generating temporal information from single date imagery.

**Map of Ecological Dimension**

As shown on Figure 8, the ecological dimension map represents the distribution of mapping units related to ecological aspects of the land-cover/land-use. The main categories under this dimension are: (a) aquatic environment, (b) wetland and riverside environment, (c) lowland and alluvial land environment, (d) montane and steeper lands environment, and (e)
built environment. For example, under the built environment category, the following categories were to be distinguished: (1) E5110/urban infrastructure with paved surface, (2) E5211/more developed residential complex, (3) E5221/less developed urban settlement, riverside slums and squatters, (4) E5320/urban grassland, and (5) E5340/other urban green space and settlement-related vegetation. Under the riverside and wetland environment category, the following mappable features were identified: (1) E2310/riparian forest and woodland, (2) E2330/river water environment.

Accuracy assessment of the ecological dimension map showed that a slightly lower accuracy level (76.20% and Kappa index = 0.7424) as compared to that of temporal dimension map was achieved. Confusion between classes mainly occurred between E3120 (Lowland non-alluvial and low elevated plateau with deciduous vegetation) and E3140 (Lowland non-alluvial and low elevated plateau with herbaceous vegetation and open fields); as well as between E5221 (Built environment with less developed urban settlement, riverside slums and squatters) and other built environment classes. In the E3120-E3140 confusion, the inaccuracy was conveyed by the spectral-related cover map and propagated during map overlay. The use of multiple criteria for characterising E5221 class, i.e. regularity, roof tile type, location and block/unit size still mislead to other categories, since in old and densely populated urban settlement very accurate differentiation of urban settlement can only be done using field survey. This was not the case when the settlement (residential area) is relatively new, relatively isolated, or located in the urban fringe.

As the ecological units are closely related to

Figure 9. Socio-economic function dimension of land-use
the biophysical characteristics of the land-cover, the ecological dimension map also shows traces of the per-pixel classification result conveyed by the spectral-related cover dimension map. The rule-based classification process used for generating the ecological dimension map was mostly controlled by the spectral-related cover classes, although the spatial dimension and terrain unit maps were also used.

On most maps showing land-cover/land-use features, ecological information normally mixed up with that of socio-economic functions. Maps of vegetation ecology or eco-floristic composition, for example, tried to accentuate the vegetation composition in relation with their terrain characteristics, e.g. climate, landforms, soils, slopes, and hydrology. Areas without (semi-)natural vegetation appearing on the map are frequently defined arbitrarily, regardless the inconsistence in categorisation and naming. Moreover, the level of details of those other categories are normally kept as general as possible, e.g. ‘buildings’, ‘settlement’, or ‘agricultural lands’. In the ecological dimension map, all features are presented as ecological units, from both natural and human-influenced environmental perspectives. Therefore, studies on the leptospirosis in Bantul (Widayani et al. 2016) may be supported by this kind of map.

Map of Socio-economic Function Dimension

The map presented in Figure 9 shows full description of land-use. The socio-economic function was specified in four main categories: (a) water-based utilisation, (b) forest-based utilisation, (c) agricultural uses, and (d) settlement and infrastructures. Further categorisation details were then derived with respect to this major grouping.

For example, under the agricultural uses, several classes have been mapped: (a) F3221/other rubber estate, (b) F3411/rice field with twice planting, and F362/mixed garden. Besides the agricultural categories, under the settlement and infrastructures, the following classes have been specified: (a) F4112/residential complex, medium-higher class, (b) F4313/loading zone, and (c) F4352/public cemetery. Together with all other dimensions, the map of socio-economic function dimension can be displayed as a multilayer dataset (Figure 9), ready for spatial query using GIS.

Socio-economic function dimension expresses how people make use of the land to satisfy some of their needs. This dimension shows a consistent categorisation in terms of “uses”. Moreover, this study also demonstrates that integration of image processing and GIS can derive relatively detailed land-use categories. Some classes also require additional information with administrative boundaries, which can only be supplied by secondary data, e.g. land status. Some others can easily be specified using spectral approach supported by limited ancillary data, e.g. pine (Pinus mercusii) production forest areas, since virtually all areas with pine trees are intended for production forest.

Accuracy assessment shows that an overall accuracy of 83.63% was achieved, with Kappa 0.8209. Confusions were mainly constituted by continuous rice field with three times rice (F3411) and continuous rice field with twice rice (F3412), homestead garden (F3610) and forest garden (F3640) and mix garden (F3620). As compared to the ecological dimension map, the socio-economic dimension map was less grainy, because the objects –instead of individual pixels– played a significant role during rule-based classification. The spatial pattern defined in the spatial dimension map was closer to the function (use) of the cover types, while the biophysical classes as defined in the multispectral classification were closer to the ecological units.

The multidimensional or versatile land-use classification system also has both advantages and limitations. The following paragraphs discuss these briefly. Several advantages of the developed classification system are:

(a) Each dimension may be used separately if required, depending on the types of application;
(b) Any application related to land assessment and planning that requires mixed or combined land-cover/land-use classification system may make use of the multidimensional land-use map, i.e. by using spatial query with respect to the accompanying classification schemes, so that there is no need to carry out land-cover/land-use mapping process separately or redundantly;
(c) It can be applied using remotely sensed imagery at various spatial scales. In this paper, examples using high-spatial resolution imagery has been demonstrated.

Conceptually, once the multidimensional or versatile land-use spatial dataset containing all dimensions is stored in a GIS environment, nearly any land-cover/land-use map with particular reference of existing classification system may be derived using spatial queries. Derivation of a map referring to other classification schemes may be done by developing a translation table showing relationship between classes or categories within the destination land-cover/land-use map and all categories under the versatile land-use classification system. The translation table may then be transformed to computer-based rules in a GIS environment. Since the relationship between categories can normally be one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-one, the multidimensional categories supply much more options of classes to be translated to the destination classification system. The translation may be undertaken by (a) renaming a class, or (b) combining two or more classes.

Several limitations of this study have been identified. These are related to the study area as the model, consistence of categorisation, and information
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4. Conclusions

This study has shown that land-use is a multidimensional concept, which can be mapped using image-based analysis approaches. In order to derive land-use information to support local planning processes, all mappable dimensions that can be generated from remotely sensed imagery should be prepared. Each dimension is presented in a separate map layer, and all together should be stored in a versatile land-use information system dataset within GIS environment for flexible use and retrieval, depending on the need for relevant data. A standard image processing procedure, accompanied by visual interpretation and widely available raster GIS analytical tools can be used to develop the information system. However, advances in image processing and spatial data analyses give new opportunities for generating better results, so further studies should be explored.
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